
Abstract:
Cubic boron nitride (CBN) fLnishing of
carburized gearing has been shown to
have certain econcmicand geometric
advantages and, as a result. it has been
applied toa wide variety of precision
gears in many different applications.

In critical applications such as aero-
space drive systems, however, any new
process must be carefully evaluated
before it is used in a production ap-
plication, Because ofthe advantages
associated with this process, a test pro-
gram was inst:ituted to evaluate the
load capacity of aerospace-quality
gears finished by the CBN process as
compared to geometrically identical
gears finished by conventional grind-
ing processes.

This article presents a brief descrip-
tion of the CON process, its advantages
in an aerospace application, and the
results 'of an extensive test program
conducted by Boeing Helicopters (BH)
aimed at an evaluation of the effects of
this process on the scoring, surface
durability, and bending fatigue proper-
ties of spur gears.

In addition, the results ofa x-ray dif-
fraction study to detennine the surface
and subsurface residual stress distribu-
tions of both shot-peened and nonshot-
peened CBN-ground gears as com-
paredto similar conventionally ground
gears are also presented.
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Introduction
While CBN gear grinding is a

relatively new technology, cubic boron
nitride itself is not really a new material.
It was developed more than 20 years
ago. by General Electric Company
(under the t:rademark BORAZON) as a
substitute for industrial diamonds. CBN
is, as Fig. 1indicates, quite hard and
thus very resistant to wear. This high
hardness relative to more conventional
abrasives (such as aluminum oxide)
used in grinding wheels, and the
characteristic sharply angled shape of
CBN crystals (fig. 2)(1) combine to pro-
duee a grinding wheel that yields greatly
improved performance in terms of both.
increased speed and consistent quality.
These properties also contribute to the
long life that is obtained from CBN
wheels. Table Ishows some of th~ap-
plications of CBN; more detailed infor-
mation related to the basic properties of
CBN can be found in Reference 2.

Similarly, grinding with CBN is not
new either; however, it is only in the last
few years(l-5) that this technique has
gained wide acceptance as a method tor
finishing precision gears.Itean be ap-
plied to grinding a wide variety of gears,
induding spur, helical, bevel, and
worms. Infact, any conventional gear-
grinding process can be adapted to use
CBN technology, although, as is dis--
cussed later, more than just the grinding
wheel medium must change.

Our purpose here is neither to des-
cribe the basic process of CBN grinding

nor to provide a comparison of the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of this pro-
cess, however, a quick overview of
both subjects will provide a better
understanding of the reason this pro-
gram was ini.Hated and the real
significance of the results.

The CON Grinding Process
The CBN grinding process is actually

more akin to a micro machining process
than it is to ourconcept of conventional
grinding. Material is removed bycut-
ting away microscopically small. chips,
as opposed to the abrasion process that
typifies conventional grinding.
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Both the actual grinding forces and
the power required are higher for CBN
than for ,conventional grinding. As a,
result, whUe most basic grinding pro-
eesses can be readily adapted to the
CBN process, the .requ.irement tor
greater machineand work-holding stiff-
ness indicates that, in most eases, ex-
isting machines, cannot be used.

Many different types of CBN wheels
are available. CBN wheels for gear-
grinding purposes cangl!nerall:y be
classified as either plated or bonded
types. Plated 'types essentially have
single CBN particles, plated over theac-
tive wheeJlsurface. Bonded, wheels use ,a,
much thicker layer of CBNcryst.als,
mixed with a variety of bonding agents,
on the active surface of the wheel.
Plated wheels cannot be dressed or
trued but provide long Ilifeand eonsis-
tent parts, Bonded wheels may (in fad,
must) be dressed and thus pre vide the
opportunity Ito vary tooth geometry,
but with some sacrifice in part
consis~ency .

:Fig. I-Hardness c,omp<Lriso!l of
Iypic.al materials,
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Advantages
There are several reasons why CBN

grinding teclmoIogy is of interestto the
geM designer. user .•and manufacturer,
Some are related to improved quality
andoonsistency, while others are
related to increased. p.roductivity and
lower unit costs.

Reduoed Bum Tendency, !F.liom'the
point of view of both manufacturing
and design .reliability, the fac:tthat C.BN
technology promises to reduoethe

overall tendency to generate grinding
bums is.exJtremety attractive. Kumar'S)
reports that, ,a't reom temper;a.l:un!,
when grinding with a conventional
alwninum oxide wheel .•approximately
63% of the tota] heat generated goes
into the work while only 37% goes into
the wheel. By comparison •.when grihd-
ing.with a. CBN wheel, about 96% ,of
Ith~ItOtal heat goes into the wheel while
only 4% goes into' the part .. These
observations ,are based on Ithe thermal
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Fig.l,-Typical crystals of cubic boron nitride.
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properties shown in Fig. 3. While this
comparison is reasonable, it must be
noted that actual values will vary
substantially for any rea] grinding ex-
ample, depending on the gear material
and the actual wheel configuration ..
Still, the general trend is favorable since,
with less heat delivered to the gear, the
tendency to bum is markedly reduced.

This should not be interpreted, as
some have, as indicating that it is not
possible to burn parts when grinding
with CBN.. It is certainly possible ito
burn parts; it is just less likely that burn-
ing will occur. Things can go awry and
the results can be disastrous with the
best of processes.

Improved Wheel We. One of the
major problems associated with pro-
ducing quality parts is the deterioration
of the wheel with the number of linear
mches of surface ground. As the lite of
the wheel improves, the consistency of
the parts produced will also improve.
The life of a typical CBN wheel is much
longer, as Fig ..4 shows, than that for a
conventional wheel. In reviewing this
figure, it is important to note that two
abscissa scales are used, and that the one
for the CBN wheel is one hundred times
that for theconventional wheel It is
clear, for this experiment at least, that
the wear rate of the CBN wheel is 1/50
that of a conventional wheel.

fatigue Life and Reskf\ual Stress. One
of the benefits that have been claimed
for CBN is a significant improvement in
fatigue life and a related improvement
in the residual stress profile for CBN
parts. Figs. Sand 6, which were ab-
stracted from data obtained from Ref-
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erence 6 as presented in Reference 5,
demonstrate improvements in both
fatigue Lifeand residual stresses for test
specimens made from Rene 80. While
we have no reason to doubt the verncity
of these data, the testing was accom-
plished on a material that is not typ-
ically used for gears and by a grinding
method that is not typical of gear tooth
grinding ~echn.iques. The overall results
are, however, intriguing and certainly
worth further investigation ..

It is this specific area that the program
reported in this article was developed. to
evaluate, The basic question posed at
the start of this program was 'How do
the bending, durability, and scoring
load capacities of CBN parts compare
to those of identical parts properly
ground by conventional techniques
with aluminum oxide wheels7" It was
not our intent to prove a result; rather,
our intent was to investigate a phenom-
enonand report the results ..

The Program
In Older to accurately compare the

performance of typical aerospace-
quality ge.ars that were finished by con-
ventional and CEN grinding techni-
ques, a test program was defined. The
gears used in this ~estprogram, £'01" both
the conventional and CEN grinding
methods, were otherwise identical,
within the limits normally allowed for
aerospace gearing in general. That is,
their basic geometry, accura.cy, mate-
rial, heat treatment, and all processing
other than the tooth grinding were as
nearly the same as practical. for both
configurations. These parameters are
also representative of typical BH heli-
oopter gears. so that the data may be
,easilytrmerred. to actual applications.

The specific test gear configurations
and test rigs used were the standard BH
rigs for each type of test and thus a large
amount of historical data was available
for comparative purposes ..

Test Gear Configuration
Two types of gears were tested as

shown in Table Il, Both are fully repre-
sentative of typical helicopter gears ex-
oept for face width. The d.ifferences in
configuration are necessary toaccom-
modate differences in the test rigs used
for each Ust.
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Fig. 3 - Comparison of thermal conduetivity at room temperature.
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Table Il, Test Gear Configurations

Parameter Scoring and D~rabili~~Bending Fatigue
Spur
5.3333
25,
32.
12 - 13
AIS[ 9310 DVM
(BMS 7-249,
Type nI)

HRC 60-'64
0.035-0,055

Type
Diametral Pitch (in.]
Pressure Angle (deg)
Number of Teeth
quality Levei,Qn
Material

Surface Hardness
Effect! ve Case Depth

(at HRC 50) (in.)
Core Hardness
Surface Finish (max)

HRC 32-42
25RMS

Spur
5.0
25.
30.
12 - 13
AISI 9310 DVM
(8MS 7-249,
Type Ill)
HRC 60-64
0,03·0-0.045

HRC 32-42
25 R:vIS

AU gears were form-ground with fun
circular fillets. All CBN test specimens
were shot-peened per our normal pro-
duction specification ..The advantage of
using these specific configurations for
the test parts is that they represent
standardized test components that have
been used for over 20 years in. similar
test programs; thus, the reliability of the
specimens and their application to the
final product are wel1-documented and
understood. In addition, a large and
varied test data history is available for
comparative purposes. The small dif-
ferences in pitch and case depth simply
accommodate differences in the test rigs
used for the bending and surface loads
tests.

Test Gear Manufacture
The test gears were manufactured in

accordance with normal Boeing Heli-
copter's standards by a qualified sup-
plier. The results of all inspections con-
ducted on the as-manufactured parts in-
dicated. that they were within typical ex-
pected ranges for other parts of similar
size and configuration and were repre-
sentativeof the results for geometrically
identical test gears from previous
programs,

The only significant diff·erence noted
between the CBN-ground gears and
previous test gears is that the surface
finish on the CBN test gears hovered
near the limit, typically 20-25 Rl'vIS,
while most previous conventionally
ground gears were found to be well
below the limit on surface finish,
typically 14-18 RMS.
12 Gear Technology

The surface finish on the CBN parts
could be improved by using a finer
grade wheel (i.e., smaller CBN par-
tides). If this is done with a plated
wheel, however, wheel life may suffer
somewhat ..Use of a finer wheel of the
bonded type will improve finish, but
war sacrifice some part-to-part
consistency .

Single-Tooth Bending
fatigue Testing

In order to evaluate the relative bend-
ing fatigue capacity of CBN and con-
ventional gears, a series of carefully
controlled single-tooth bending fatigue
tests were run.

Test Fixture. The fixture used (Fig. 7)
is the standard BH single tooth rig. It ap-
plies a unidiredionalload to one tooth
at a time. A total of four teeth per
specimen are typi.cally tested, although
this can be increased to eight with a
special adapter. The fixture is installed
in a universal fatigue test machine (in
this case, a Baldwin-lima-Hamilton
IV-20) capable of applying 16,000
poundsoftotal testload (8,000 pounds
steady, plus 8,000 pounds alternating)
at a frequency of 1,200 cycles per
minute. The fixture is designed so that
the load is applied to the test tooth at the
highest point of single-tooth contact
(based on a 1:1 ratio), while the reaction
anvil contacts the reaction tooth at the
lowest point of single-tooth contact. A
constant load of 100 pounds is main-
tained on the test tooth at all times to
prevent the impact. loading that would
occur if the load went through zero,

Instrumentation. The only instru-
mentation required for this test was that
necessary to monitor test time (cydes of
load application) and acrackwire sig-
nal. The crackwire provided automatic
machine shutdown and test termination
when the crack "reached a specific, pre-
determined length, so that all failures
were uniform. The erackwire was posi-
tioned on all gears so that a crack of ap-
proximately 0.070 - 0.080' inch would
break the wire and cause an automatic
shutdown.

A high-amplitude microswitch was
also provided as a backup. This switch
sensed abnormal movements of the
machine that might occur in the event of
an unexpected failure of the machine or
the test specimen and automatically
shut down the machine.

Calibration. Before the start of the
test, the load link and one of the test
gears were instrumented with strain
gages ..The test gear was gaged as shown
in Fig. 8 so that actual gear tooth root
stresses could be measured. The loca-
tion of the strain gages on the test gears
was determined by calculation of the
critical section based on the standard
AGMA approach and by examination
of the failure origins from previous test
gears. Since these test gears are quite
thick-rimmed, the measured stresses
should match those predicted by the
AGMA method relatively dosely. As
Fig. 9 shows, there was good
correlation.

P!locedure. The testing procedure
was quite simple. The test gear was in-
stalled in the fixture, and the height of
the load anvil was adjusted to the re-
quired position (highest point of single-
tooth contact) as determined by gear
and fixture geometry. The load anvil
was then checked for proper position-
ing. A steady load of 100 pounds was
applied to the test tooth, and aU dimen-
sions were rechecked. The steady load
was maintained approximately 100
pounds above the alternatiIlg load at all
test conditions to prevent impact
loading of the teeth.

Once the gear position was checked,
the desired load was applied and the
machine turned on. A small amount ·or
moly grease was used at the tooth / an-
vil contact points to prevent fretting,
During the course of the testing the
specimen was checked for localized
heating. At no time did the specimen



FIg. ., - Single-tooth bending fatigue lest fixture.

'temperature exceed the ,ambient room
temperature by more than 20°f. Each
specimen. was run at the specified load
unit fajJure or 10 mi1lion cycles,
whichever occurred first Runouts were
determined by cycle count. failure was
defined as a crack that progressed suf-
ficiently Ito break the eraekwire, at
which poilnt the machine was shut
down automatically. This procedure in-
sured that all failures were uniform ..

Results. A total of twelve data points.
eleven failures"and one runout, were
obtained. The data were analymi in ac-
cordance with standard BH statistkali
methods.m The results of this aJ'lalysis
are presented in.fig. 10. In order to pro-
vide a. basis for comparison" similar
data for two previous ~est programs,
using identical gears, but convention-
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~Ig. 8 - Strain gage and crackwire placement. Fig. 9 - Single-tooth bending c llbrationand ccrrelation.
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Fig. 10 - Single-tooth bending fatigue data for CBN--ground gear.
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Fig. 11-Single-tooth bending fatigue data for conventionally ground gear of vacuum-carburized steel.
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Fig. 13 - Rig for rotating surface durability and
scoring test

Fig.1:4-Gear research lest facility.
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ally ground with aluminum. oxide
wheels, are shown in Figs. lland 12.
VVhile the mean endurance limits for
these thr-ee tests vary somewhat, the
mean-minus-three-sigma (standard
deviation) limits are remarkably
similar. Much infannation that isnot at
first obvious is conveyed by these thr-ee
charts,

Durability and Scoring Testing
Test Rig. The test rig used for both the

durability and scoring test phases ,of this
program is shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
This four-square, locked-in-torque rig is
capable of testing spur or helical gears
on 6-, 1()", or Ill-inch center distances.
Two test configurations at each center
distance, overhung and straddle-
mount,ed,are possible with this rig.
When mounted m the overhung con-
figuration, as shown in Fig. 13, the gears
are wholly contained within. a housing
that is external to all!other rotating com-
ponents. This allows the test gear
lubrication system to be fine-tuned ex-
actly to the configuration being tested ..
The test oil thus lubricates nothing but
the test gears, socross-contamination is
avoided. Precise control of flow,
pressure, and Itemperature, as we1Ias oil
jet impingement on the test gears
themselves, is carefully maintained.

The stand is capable of testing up to
a pitch-line velocity of 10,000 feet per
minute at more than 50,000 in.-Ib of
pinion torque ..AI1 gears and bearings,
both test and slave, are pressure-jet
lubricated with M1L-L-23699 oil. Power
is supplied bya lOO-hp motor running
at 3,600 rpm. Variations in. shaft speed
are provided bychangingthe Hming
pulley configuration between the motor
and the test stand input shaft.

Each gearbox on the rig (twa slave
and one test) is lubricated with a
separate, completely self-contained oil
system. Each systemconsists of both
pressure and scavenge pumps with m-
line heat exchangers, presSU1'eand
temperature sensors, and a very-high-
capacity fine filtration system (.3,12, .25
micron; 12 used for this testing). The
test gearbox is also equipped with an in-
line, high-capacity heater that aJJ!ows
the actual oil inlet temperatureat the
test gear jet ito be controlled within 5°F.

Instrumentation. The major variable
in bath the scaring and durability
testing is shaft torque; thus, shaft torque



measurement is provided. In addition,
'the stand is instrumented to provide in-
formation on oil flow rate, pressure,
temperature (into and out of the test
unit), and run time. Vibration measure-
ment is also available, but was not used
in this testing ..

Calibration. Before the start ·of the
test program, the instrumented shaft
that is used to measure torque is eali-
bra~ed (actually calibrated twice since a
redundant torque bridge is provided for
reliability). The 'oil flow and tempera-
ture sensors to the test gear set are also
calibrated and certified.

In addition, all gearboxes are
drained, flushed, and refilled with the
test lubricant to insure that the oil.
systems are free of any possible con-
taminants fJ10m previous testing.

Procedure. At the start of the test, all
oil lubrication pumps were started and
run until a stable ~emperatu:re condition
was observed. At that point, the desired
torque was applied to the pinion shaft
within an accuracy of 5%.

The specific test conditions for the
scoring and durability tests were slightly
different as Tables III and IV show.

The durability tests were run for 7
million cycles or until failure, whichever
occurred first. Failure was determined
by the occurrence oE a minimum of one
pit, at least 1116 by 1116 inch in size, on
at least three nonadjacent teeth. A gear
that completed 7 million cycles was
considered a runout.

Th.escoring tests were run according
to the procedure outlined in Fig. 15.
Testing continued by this procedure un-
til .fai]ure; thus the scoring testing pro-
duced. no' runout points.

Durability Results. Atotal of ten data
points, eight failures, and two runouts,
were obtained. As was the case with the
bending data, these data were analyzed
in accordance with standard BH statis-
tical methods.m The results of this
analysis are presented in Fig. 16. In
order to provide a basis for compar-
ison, similar data for a previous test
program, using identical gears, but con-
ventionally ground with aluminum ox-
idewhee]s, are shown inFig. 1'1. \NhiIe
the meanenduranee limits for these two
tests vary considerably, the mean-
minus-three-sjgma (standard deviation)
limits almost overlie one another.

Scoring Results. A total of ten scoring
data pointswere obtained from this

Table m. Durability Test Conditions

3.600 r,pm
135°F
45 psi
0.32 gpm

Pinion Speed
Oil Inlet Temperature
Oil J·et Pressure
Oil. Jet Flow

Table rv. Scoring Test Conditions

Pinion Speed
Oil Inlet Temperature
Ol] Jet Pressure
Oil Jet Flow

3.600.rpm
200°F
45 psi
o.32gpm

RUN IN A';f
INITlALL.OAD

FOA 15 M1NIJI'ES

RUN FOil AN
ADDITlOl'!A!. 15 "'INUTES

AT SAME tOAD
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I'U

R-!I. lS - Scoring test procedure.
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testing. The results were analyzed
statistically based on a normal distribu-
tion so tha.t the scoring probability
curve shown in Fig. 18 could be
developed. For reference purposes, the
curve obfained from a similar test pro-
gram with conventionally ground spur
gears is superimposed on the same
figure, The difFerence between the two

.. ;~:,. 1 allcurves IS msJotwlcant Y 10m__r,
The additional line shown in Fig. 18

denote AISI 9310 gears that welle car-
burlzed, hardened, and(1)nventionally
ground. The data Iorthese other oils,
presented for comparative reference
only, were obtained either from similar
R&D testing or by ratioing Ryder-type
data to.fit the format shown. The data
shown are valid tor reference purposes,
but their use in design must be modified
by appropriate safety factors to account
for increased data uncertainty relative
tothe MJL-SPEC oils.

Discussion
Based on the data presented here, it

appears that there is not a significant
differenoe in the load capacity of gears
ilhat have been finished by CBNgrind-
ing when compared to exactly identical
gears that have been finished by con-
ventional. methods with aluminum ox-
ide wheels, This observation would
seem to contradict the data. shown in
IFig. 5 in which the CBN process is
credited with a substantial improve-
ment in the bending fatigue capability of
parts that were CBN-ground when
compared to conventionally ground
parts. However, several factors must be
considered before proceeding further.

First and foremost, the data presented
in Fig. 5 are neither based on gear tooth
testing nor is the material one that
would be used for a gear. In addition, all
of Ithegears that were used in the testing
reported herein were shot-peened all
over aft.er fInal grind.

The major difference, however, may
well be that these gears are all (both con-
ventional and CBN) of typical helicop-
ter main power train quality. This being
the case, both the conventional and the
CBN grinding processes are very care-
flilly controlled and monitored so that
problems related to burning and other
heat-related distress do not occur in the
finished parts.

lfthe conventional grinding process
is carefuUy centrelled, it win produce
J 6, Gem Technology
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!Fig. 18 - Scoring probability of conventionally and CBN-ground spur lest gears.

parts that are free or even minimal
distress. C-onversely, if it is not carefully
controlled and monitored, parts wi.th
high residual tensile stresses and pos-
sibly some burns can become part of a
given lot of parts, thus reducing the
overall average load capacity ..Since one
of the main advantages of the CBN pro-
cess is its relative insensitively to such
problems, it stands to reason that, when
compared to conventional grinding of
commercial. quality, it is possible that
,the CBN parts may show an improve-
ment in fatigue life. This improvement
is, however, plainly not evident when
CBN parts are compared with very
high-quality parts made by conven-
tional techniques.

This is not to say that the use of CBN
grinding is of no advantage. This testing
simply indicates that, for helicopter-
quality gears, no load capacity advan-
tage is obtained through the use of CBN
gears.

Considerable advantage can be ob-
tained, even for helicopter-quality
gears, through use of CBN gears due to
improvements in.productivity and con-
sistency of parts. In fact. based on the
favorable results of this program, CBN
gnnding has been approved as a pro-
duction process for several current ap-
plieations with good results ..

Residual Stresses
One of the advantages that is fre-

quently claimed for CBN partS(4e5Jis the
existence of a residual compressive layer
on the ground tooth surfaces after CBN
finishing. The implication is, of course,

that the residual stress profile produced
by conventional grinding is poor by
comparison ..

As noted above, based on the fa.vor-
able results of this program, the CBN
process was ultimately approved for use
on 9310 steel production gears, Before
this approval was granted, however,
completed destructive metallurgical
evaluations were performed on several
of these production parts. Specifkally,
comparative evaluations were con-
ducted on conventionally ground pro-
duction parts and on the proposed
CBN-grcound replacement parts. In
general, 'the two, Itypes of finishing
methods produced pam of like metal-
lurgical characteristics, As part of the
metallurgical evaluation, residual stress.
measurements were taken by x-ray di£-
fraction techniques on both types of
parts before and after shot-peening. The
results ·ofthese measurements are
shown in Figs. 19 and 20 for the CBN
and conventionally ground parts, re-
spectively. These producti.on piutS are
10 diametral.-pitch, 19,'OCIO-rpmhelical
gearstraasmitting about 2,000 horse-
power ..

While the CBN-ground gears do ex-
hibit a veryshallow compressive stress
layer, the properly conventionally
ground gears also' show a similar
shallow compressive stress layer. This
compressive layer is, however, mu.ch
enhanced. by proper shot-peening on
both the CBN and conventionally
ground gears, as is evident from these
plots.
(continued on page 48)



COMPARATIVE LOAD CAPACITY ..
(continued from page 16)
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Fig. 19-Residual stresses for CBN-ground gears,
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Fig. 2O-Res.idual stresses for conventionally ground gears.

Comment convincing example in his own ex-
'VVhile the data presented herein do perience in which a set of CBN-finished

not demonstrate any improvement in gears was used to replace a set of ground
load capacity for CBN-ground gears, gears that were experiencing premature
they do show this to be a viable process failure. The result was that the CBN
for finishing helicopter gears. The gears did, in fact, solve the early failure
discrepa.ncy in reported improvements problem. However, the truth of the
in load capacity reported elsewhere in matter was that the conventionally
the literature may be more easily ground gears were abusively ground;
understood if a few points are kept in this lack of proper grinding technique
mind. resulted in the failures observed.

Many of the reports of improved
load capacity are based on comparisons
that are not truly "apples-to-apples". For
example, Kirnrnet(4) cites suchan im-
provement by noting that" ... CBN
ground gears h.ave a significantly longer
fatigue life as compared with conven-
tionally processed gears." However, the
conventionally processed gears in that
case were carburizedand lapped, not
carburized and conventionally ground;
the latter would have made a more valid
comparison. Other cases have been
reported in which CBN gears have
replaced conventionally ground gears
with improved performance. This too,
is probably a correct, but incomplete
observation. The author can cite a very
48 GoorTechnolog,y

It is far easier to produce properly
finished CBN gears than conventionally
ground gears. Thi.s is the main advan-
tage in load capacity, not any inherent
property of the processing itself. As
demonstrated herein, properly pro-
cessed conventionally ground gears do,
in fact, have a statistically insignificant
edge in terms of load capacity.

Conclusions
Based on the results of this program,

we have reached the following conclu-
sions specifically related to helicopter-
quality AISI 9310 vacuum-melt gears
finished by conventional and CBN
grinding:
1. CBN-ground gears provide equiv-

alent performance to conventionally
ground gears of identical geometry
and metallurgy.

2. CBN grinding, when compared to
properly processed conventionally
ground gears, provides no improve-
ment in load capacity or fatigue life.
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